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About This Game

You have to play a cannon right in the middle of the battle, dangerous projectiles will be launched in you, which will cause
damage when touched. You need to move the shield so as to reflect as many shells as possible, and this will all happen under a

pleasant soundtrack. You will not get bored, because the frequency of sending shells is growing.

Features

 Endless gameplay

 Pleasant appearance

 Pleasant soundtrack
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Title: DeFaster
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nekyau Games
Publisher:
 Nekyau
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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I bought this one night and played with a few friends that were over. I've never laughed so much in my life, absolutely brilliant..
Everytime I try and load it up, it either pops up with a box saying: failed to load QD scenario or, a box saying i'm missing the
378.... To briefly review the game as a whole:

Runers is a rogue-like 2D dungeon based game (similar to Binding Of Isaac, but more fast paced). Your attacks are created
through runes you find and combine, which have single, double, and triple spells. There are also various combinations of passive
and active abilities that you can choose from at the beginning. Fight through 10 rooms, 4 bosses and hordes of enemies.

Pros:

Hundreds of spells that can be made provide tons of incentive to play and experiment. A solid tagging system for spells allows
you too create spells in a create category, even if you don't know exactly what it does.

High replayabilty and challenge. Many challenge modes and secrets to unlock, probably hundred of hours to unlock everything.

Fun, fast and interesting spells that enemies can use (which can always be discovered by you) which create unique challenges
every room.

Local Multiplayer makes for great games with friends.

Cons:

Can be tedious to unlock tier 3 spells

Boss difficulty not well scaled. Some bosses massively more difficult than other of the same tier.

Many spells are realistically non-viable, though may be better with specific builds

RNG can easily kill you (many of your death may come as a complete surprise)

No online play

Overall, a very fun game if you like rogue-likes with high diversity and replayability

7\/10. Games requirements are ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. My laptop isnt some powerhouse but I can play PoE or Van Helsing on
medium/high and have nice experience. Here I get below 30fps even on minimum settings...

Was really looking forward to try this series out but unfortunately I wont be able to play it, shame.. Lack of documentation, you
find that eventually Drag n Drop is useless, support will answer you with generic information that is not helpful.. It's not that it's
a bad game, it's so incompetent it doesn't even qualify as a game. It's a tower defense but there's only one tower type, one enemy
type, the enemies don't get faster or stronger, AND YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE ANYTHING TO DEFEND. Let all the
enemies though, doesn't matter! Or try this for fun, set up two towers across from each other at the beginning of the map and
the enemies will never make it past that.

A new low in Steam garbageware. I paid 12 cents for it and I'm still angry.. If on sale, buy it. A fun 30 minutes of puzzling
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levels, after it gets boring.. Well, it's cute, but where's the rest of the game? You build the stores, manually collect money from
them (why?) and... that's it so far. There are several technical issues (f.e. pause does not really pause the game, after reactivating
the time speeds up), it is all oversimplified, but the biggest problem is gameplay - there isn't one.
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I've been on steam for around 8 Years and i've never written a review, but this game was so nicei just had to, here it is:

Very nice game 10/10.

:). Better gunplay than PUBG. just get a bunch of pots and pans, this doesn't work that well..
  broken drumstick\/10. A wonderful experience, albeit a short one (4-6 hours on average, I'd estimate). The puzzles can be a bit
challenging, but they're mostly logical and sensible, so you'll not have to concern yourself with solutions being overly esoteric or
nonsensical.

Certainly worth a purchase, especially at such a low price. One of the best gaming purchases I've made thus far in 2018.. Plug
and play gold - 10\/10
CRYENGINE is the most technically advanced engine in game development, yet it is remarkably easy to manipulate.
The objects and terrain have predictable properties, the advanced lighting effects are self contained and easy to toggle,
and it supports both DX11 and Mantle.

As a disclaimer I have not used Unreal 4, but it would have to be very good indeed to warrant switching.. One of the
most satisfying "walking smulators" I've ever bought
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